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Relationships
Matter

T

ony Rosato, an area manager from American Electrical
Testing Co., Inc. (AET), has built his 18-year AET career
on technical expertise and good relationships. The
testing and inspection services that AET has provided for many
years to the Danskammer Generating Station in Newburgh,
New York were recently recognized for saving the operators
considerable time and money. Tony's role was instrumental in
this achievement, so let's see how it all came about.
The flood waters of Super Storm Sandy in October 2012
seriously damaged the Danskammer Generating Station, a
coal-fired power plant located on the Hudson River which had
been in operation since the 1950s. For various reasons, the site
was left abandoned for several months before Mercuria Energy
America/Danskammer Energy LLC got involved in late 2013. The
new owners decided the former coal plant could be restored and
retrofitted to burn less-polluting natural gas within a reasonable
budget and in a reasonable amount of time.
In May 2014, Larry She, president of Danskammer Energy LLC,
and Plant Manager Ed Hall called on AET, one of its seasoned
contractors, to help with the restoration process. In testing all the
relays, breakers and transformers prior to bringing the station
back to service, it became clear that one of Unit 2’s auxiliary
transformer bushings would need to be replaced. Given the
labor and time involved to drain the oil from the transformer, it
was prudent to change all three bushings at the same time. The
problem was that spare bushings were not in the warehouse, and
new ones had a 12- to 14-week lead time!

p American Electrical Testing
Co.'s Tony Rosato (center) receives
a hearty handshake and token of
appreciation from Larry She, President
of Danskammer Energy LLC (L) and
Plant Manager Ed Hall (R).

As Mr. She wrote
in an August 11th
e-mail, "AET [came]
to the rescue. Tony
Rosato is not only the
most knowledgeable
transformer guy
around, but he also
knows everyone in
the business. With
just a couple phone
calls, Tony was able
to locate a new
bushing in Arizona,
and three additional
new bushings in
Washington State!
In a matter of hours,
four bushings were on
their way to our site
via overnight FedEx.
The long-standing
relationship we have
with AET — and more
importantly, AET’s
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Keeping the power on means nighttime lights glow in
this view of the United States from outer space.
(Photo credit: NASA Earth Observatory/NOAA NGDC)

great working relationship with Bonneville Power Administration
and Arizona Public Service — allowed him to 'call in' these favors
during our time of need. Without Tony and AET, our return to
service would have inevitability been meaningfully delayed —
costing the rate payers of the Lower Hudson Valley Zone millions
of dollars in the process. Relationships matter."
In addition, when testing Unit 4’s main generator low side
bushings, two of the bushings failed due to suspected high heat.
There was no need to call on Tony’s friends this time because
the station already had two properly rebuilt bushings in its
warehouse, thanks to AET's recommendation to rebuild the
spare bushings with Nomex ® gaskets a couple years ago!
Mr. She continued to write, "... Danskammer Energy LLC is
weeks away from returning to productive service. The return of
the facility has created 50 great jobs in Newburgh, New York, will
save utility customers in the Lower Hudson Valley approximately
$100 million a year, and will reduce meaningful amounts of
pollution on the banks of the Hudson River. We’re proud to be
back, and proud to be working with AET."

u The Danskammer
Generating Station
is located on the
Hudson River in
Newburgh, New York.
(Photo courtesy of
Wikipedia.com)

The Dispatch

W

elcome to a new edition of the

more about the safety journey ahead of us on the

UtiliConnections magazine. Many

next page. Effective communication is the key to most

things have changed since our last

successful business activities and I encourage you to

issue in 2011, but we hope this publication will spark

communicate your safety and other business-related

more communication within the UtiliCon family of

issues to your RSS and/or regional management.

companies and the customers we serve.

We have always known that our employees are our

For me, the biggest change is that I was asked by

most valuable asset. For that reason, we continue

the senior management of our parent company,

to invest in educational opportunities on top of our

Asplundh Tree Expert Co., to help lead the UtiliCon

ongoing safety training. We are making available

group as its president. I am very proud and honored

online training courses, in addition to our classroom

to have been selected. I hope that in the years

and field activities. The labor marketplace is very

to come I can provide the support — and attract

competitive and in order to provide the best service

the additional talent needed — to move our team

possible to our customers, we must attract and retain

forward. Over the ten years that UtiliCon has been

the best workforce with opportunities to learn and

in existence, each subsidiary has done a terrific job

advance up the career ladder.

establishing itself as a “World Class” contractor. The
various services that UtiliCon companies provide
continue to be in great demand by our customers and
with the economy picking up from the Great Recession
the future looks bright.
Safety must be the first and last thing in our minds
as we talk about our operations. Our most recent

To our customers and employees, I say “thank you”
for what you have done for us over the years. It is
my goal to provide each of you with a compelling
reason to continue doing what you do and make our
relationship even better in the future.
Thanks again and be safe,

12 months showed significant safety improvements
over the previous period. We have, however, still
experienced several safety-related incidents that
we must learn from going forward. Looking at the
recent past, our safety structure has been enhanced
with a new Executive Safety Steering Committee

Steven Asplundh
President
UtiliCon Solutions, Ltd.

and targeted Task Teams. Our new (as of November
2013) Director of Safety Barry Downes will tell you
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The Safety Scene

H

ello! After almost a year as UtiliCon’s Safety
Director, I feel as determined as ever to put
my 25-plus years of safety experience to work
in helping every employee return home injury-free. I
have held safety positions in the field and on corporate
teams, with duties that spanned the globe. Whether I
was with a line crew in Texas or a production team in a
chemical processing plant in China, the safe execution
of work is crucial to the success of our organization.
As we reflect on UtiliCon’s safety performance in
2013-14 and look to the future, we have reason to
celebrate. Through your hard work and commitment,
our year-end performance measurements show a 40%
improvement overall. This past year presented several
opportunities for us to grow and strengthen our safety
leadership process. Our Safety Leadership Team has
evolved into the Executive Safety Steering Committee
(ESSC). UtiliCon President Steven Asplundh, joined
by UtiliCon Sponsors and Line of Business Leads, are
engaged in making a major impact on the direction and
focus of our safety initiatives. The ESSC meets bi-weekly
via conference call, as well as regularly scheduled
face-to-face meetings, to support and maintain our
safety vision, policy and process.
The ESSC uses a Task Team concept to address
issues as they arise. Some current examples are
the Communications Task Team, Driver Safety Task
Team and Line-of-Fire Task Team. Comprised of
representatives from various field positions in each line
of business, a Task Team is charged with clarifying the
particulars of the issue and defining recommendations
to correct or prevent unsafe events from occurring.
As we move forward into 2015, we have several
challenges ahead of us to keep building a
SafeProduction® culture where we are all Responsible for
Safety. The ESSC has addressed these challenges with
the following items of focus:
• an increased level of visibility of senior leadership
in the field
2
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Safety Operations Update
By Barry Downes, Director of Safety Operations
• the development of front line leadership training
programs to be implemented across the organization
• a thorough review of each region’s safety action plan will be
conducted by members of the ESSC throughout the year

This list is not all-inclusive because the individual regions
and lines of business are also working on their own
region-specific actions to improve safety performance.
The UtiliCon corporate safety team will be focused on
three main areas: compliance, training and auditing.
Currently, Corporate Safety Consultant John Brown is
responsible for maintaining corporate and regional-level
focus on compliance with federal, state and local
regulations and documentation, as well as corporate
initiatives. Another focus area is training and this
position will be responsible for providing oversight in
training plans, as well as coordinating and facilitating
training throughout the UtiliCon family of companies.
The third area is auditing and this position will be
responsible for tracking and verifying implementation
of regulatory standards, as well as corporate, line of
business and regional policies and procedures. All three
areas will create a closed-loop process that supports the
planning and verification of successful safety initiatives.
In closing, I ask each of you to please maintain your
commitment to SafeProduction®. I encourage you to
share any ideas you may have for training, procedures
or tools with your RSS. Because we are all Responsible
for Safety, it is through each individual’s commitment
that we achieve a safe and productive environment.

Barry Downes
bdownes@asplundh.com

CONSTRUCTIONCORP

BGE And CL&P Operations
In The Spotlight

L

ike many utilities across the country that deliver both
gas and electricity, BGE in Baltimore, Maryland is in the
process of modernizing its natural gas systems to enhance
safety and reliability. In the meantime, there is an ongoing need
to detect and repair gas leaks due to aging infrastructure.
Almost three years ago, Vice President Frank Giordano of
Asplundh Construction, Corp. (ACC) in New York came up
with a pilot project to answer BGE's growing need for gas leak
detection and repair services. His strategy was to gather a team
of 12 experienced gas leak mechanics and forepersons from his
region in Long Island, New York and deploy them to Baltimore.
Under the leadership of ACC General Foreperson Ray Vitti, they
were tasked with performing gas leak assignments for BGE while
also working with the local I.B.E.W. union to hire and train local
laborers to learn the trade.

reports to Frank. Ted transferred to ACC from our Grid One
Solutions subsidiary and currently oversees ACC's gas operations
for the Exelon companies, BGE and PECO.
Thanks to a smart strategy and the skill and flexibility of Frank's
employees in New York, there's now a growing gas leak
detection and repair team providing vital assistance to BGE —
and offering good employment to people in the Baltimore area.
 An ACC crew
pinpointed a leak
in a 1940s era gas
service line for
this row home in
Dundalk, Maryland.

Gradually, the Baltimore operation has developed its own
successful and growing team of 'live gas' qualified mechanics
and forepersons, which has allowed the New York contingent to
return home. Ray has remained in the Baltimore area as a field
supervisor for the project, which recently won a unit contract for
gas leak detection and repair.

t ACC Foreperson
Lloyd Mitchell (L), Laborer
Leroy Golden (center)
and Mechanic David
Thalheimer (R) backfill

Due to the pilot project's success, the ACC operation has now
evolved into a separate region under Manager Ted Fiala, who

C

onnecticut Light & Power (CL&P) has recently improved
its standing from the 4th quartile to the 1st quartile in the
national Customer Average Interruption Duration Index
(CAIDI), thanks to some help from ACC troubleshooting crews.
In March of this year, ACC won a unique contract to provide
troubleshooting services on the entire CL&P system during the
2nd and 3rd shifts Monday through Friday and 24 hours a day
on Saturday and Sunday. CL&P, which is a Northeast Utilities
company, provides the tools and equipment while ACC provides
the labor and supervision.
The troubleshooting crews work out of 14 different service
centers across the state. They head out as two-person crews, fully
equipped to identify the problem and repair any outages that are
reported to the utility. In between trouble calls, the crews fill in
with capital work that is assigned each week, as well as patrolling
designated substations and transmission lines.
Every night, there are approximately 80 ACC employees working
8-hour shifts and on the weekend, the crews work 12-hour
shifts. While working at night has its challenges, it also has the
advantages of less traffic and cooler temperatures in the summer.
Whether it's a tree limb falling across the lines, a car crashing
into a pole or a furry creature causing a short, ACC is successfully
helping CL&P restore power to its customers quickly and safely.

the trench after replacing
the service line.

 A late afternoon car crash
caused this broken pole on
Connecticut Light & Power's
system in Cromwell where ACC
crews are assigned to 2 nd and
3 rd shift troubleshooting work.

t ACC crews soon
arrived fully equipped
and ready to replace it.
This photo was taken
later that night after
they had carefully raised
the broken pole upright,
set a new pole next to it
and then transferred the
hardware onto it.
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Quick Thinking Prevents Theft

Grid One Expands Its Services

opper theft is a rapidly growing problem for
the utility companies and government agencies
responsible for providing reliable electric and
infrastructure services. Due to the valuable components
contained within the street light and traffic signal systems
of the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), they
have been targeted by copper thieves. The theft of copper
wire creates outages that not only endanger the safety of
motorists and pedestrians, but also cost FDOT and the
public hundreds of thousands of dollars in repairs and
replacement costs annually.

ost of us are familiar with Grid One’s wide range
of meter installation, maintenance and associated
field services, but did you know that Grid One is
expanding its offerings to provide even more value to their
utility clients? With the expertise gathered during the course
of installing or exchanging over 14 million metering assets
for utilities, Grid One is now leveraging its mobile workforce
technologies, IT systems and program management
experience to launch utility asset inspections, data gathering
and GIS information capture services throughout the United
States and parts of Canada.

To aid in loss prevention efforts, the FDOT, Florida Highway
Patrol (FHP) and contractors, such as American Lighting
and Signalization, Inc. (ALS), keep an eye out for copper
thieves as they perform their daily duties. Recently, the
quick thinking of a Richard Calledare Region employee
stopped a copper theft in progress and led to the arrest
of four suspects.

In an era of rapid expansion and constant updating of
telecommunication networks, it is increasingly important
for utilities to keep track of their distribution assets with
up-to-date information regarding the attachments and
connections to those assets. Grid One’s utility asset
inspections can provide this data, and additionally, can
help utilities maintain compliance with NECS clearance
requirements in support of public and utility worker safety.

C

On June 11, 2014, ALS General Foreperson Diomar
Dominguez was driving to a work location near the I-195
corridor in Miami when he spotted a group of individuals
digging near a FDOT pull box. Diomar found a safe place
to turn his truck around and drove by the scene again to
confirm his suspicions. Parking out of sight of the thieves,
he called FDOT, then the FHP, who met Diomar on a cross
street a few minutes later. Diomar led the FHP officers to
the scene, where they safely apprehended the suspects.
Diomar's awareness and decisive action protected FDOTs
infrastructure and the public's safety.

M

Whenever there are storms and outages, it’s of utmost
importance for utilities to know where there’s an issue and
what’s causing it. Grid One’s survey teams can ensure that
utilities have the most accurate information regarding
customer-to-transformer connections that feed into outage
management systems and they can also provide storm
damage assessments to speed repairs and restoration.
So, whether it be the deployment of advanced metering
infrastructure, or the gathering of critical utility asset data,
Grid One is a trusted partner for keeping a finger on the
pulse of a utility’s system.

With the public's
growing demand for
telecommunications services,
utilities have to keep track
of all the extra assets being
attached to their distribution
systems. Grid One is using its
experience with IT systems,
mobile workforce technology
ALS Sponsor David Fleischner (far L), Vice President James

and program management

Hardiman (second from L) and Manager Richard Calledare

to offer a new line of asset

(far R) congratulate General Foreperson Diomar Dominguez

inspection, data collection and

(second from R), whose quick thinking led to the successful

survey services that will help

capture of copper thieves and prevented the loss of thousands

utilities effectively manage their

of dollars of FDOT's lighting components.

assets and attachments.
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Positive Connections
To: ULCS Vice President Gene Nichols, DE
From: Baltimore Gas & Electric Safety Specialist Allen
Howdyshell, MD
Date: April 22, 2014
“Please convey a thank you to the leadership of Utility Lines
Construction Services for a job well done. The supervisor was
[Foreperson] Justin Winn.
• Justin was very knowledgeable and his job briefing
was excellent.
• Use of flaggers to control traffic
• Trucks roped off for safety
• Plenty of rubber on the two feeders
• Told me to use caution when in the work zone
Great job!”
To: ULCS Vice President Jim Marsh, AL
From: Alabama Power Co. Sr. District Specialist Brett Ballard
Date: May 2, 2014
“I would like to take this opportunity to commend [Foreperson]
Lee Epperson and his crew for helping us in the Phenix City
operation. He and his crew did an outstanding job while working
with us on the tornado storm we had here on April 29 and 30.
Although he and his crew primarily do underground work, ...
they accepted the challenge of helping us restore service to
our customers without hesitation. They not only accepted the
challenge, but exceeded our expectations. Their professionalism
and high regard for safety not only to themselves, but [also] for
our people helped us to restore power sooner than anticipated
and enforce our commitment to our customers in their time of
need. I cannot express my gratitude enough for their dedication
and professionalism.”

To: ACC Vice President Frank Giordano, NY
From: Kyle Lukaszewicz, NY
Date: June 25, 2014
“I have had the pleasure of dealing with several of your
employees*. ... I recently had power issues at my home. These
gentlemen showed up in a timely fashion first thing in the
morning. [They] proceeded to inform me thoroughly of the issue
on hand and worked diligently together as a cohesive unit. They
went above and beyond to help find where the fault was. ...
Overall, I think they should be acknowledged for the great work
and service they are providing. A company is only as good as its
employees and products.”
*Foreperson William Horan, Journeyman John Hartig,
Apprentice Steven Gukelerger and General Foreperson Tom
O’Connell, for PSEG Long Island.
To: ACC Vice President Frank Giordano, NY
From: Helen Phillips, NY
Date: July 2, 2014
“I am writing to you to tell you what a wonderful job [Foreperson]
Jimmy Pasciuta’s on-site crew [Flaggers Kelly Guzzello and
Samantha Scriva] is doing on St. Andrew’s Lane. They are such
hard workers – neat, efficient and polite. ... Asplundh is lucky to
have this crew.”
To: ACC Vice President Frank Giordano, NY
From: Thomas Kiritsis, NY
Date: July 16, 2014

To: UtiliCon Solutions President Steven Asplundh, PA
From: Connecticut Light & Power President / COO Bill Herdegen, III
Date: May 29, 2014

“We lost our power. ... After much digging and searching, ... the
problem could not be resolved that day, so the crew set up a
temporary, limited power line. ... After more digging, the problem
was located and fixed with full power finally restored. ... It’s not
often that one comes across people* who are as dedicated,
conscientious, hard working and committed to getting the job
done as correctly and quickly as possible.”

“I am writing to thank and commend your team* for their exemplary
performance in the first significant storm to hit Connecticut since
the beginning of CL&P’s new troubleshooter organization.

*Foreperson William Horan, Journeyman John Hartig,
Apprentice Steven Gukelerger and General Foreperson Tom
O’Connell, for PSEG Long Island.

The National Weather Service has now concluded that straight
line winds of 100 mph hit a seven-mile stretch in western
Connecticut on Tuesday evening, causing extensive damage to
the electrical infrastructure. The event began around 6:00 pm. It
is important to note that 12 hours later, at 6:00 am, 79% of the
21,000 customers impacted were restored.

To: ACC Vice President Frank Giordano, NY
From: Brookhaven National Laboratory Project Manager
Mark Toscano, NY
Date: August 12, 2014

I applaud all of the efforts taken to provide our customers with
great customer service during this event. On behalf of all of us at
CL&P, thank you for your partnership!”
*These crews were from ACC's operations in New York
and Connecticut.
To: ACC Vice President Frank Giordano, NY
From: George Cotsonas, NY
Date: May 29, 2014
“I would like to take this opportunity to recognize the great work
done by a crew* when we were having power surges in our home.
They were relentless in investigating the problem until it was
resolved. ... I would like to take this opportunity to thank these
men for a job well done.”
*Foreperson William Horan, Journeyman John Hartig,
Apprentice Steven Gukelerger and General Foreperson Tom
O’Connell, for PSEG Long Island.

“I am writing to express our tremendous satisfaction with the
recent construction work to install natural gas service to one
of our buildings. ... Every aspect of this project, from the preconstruction meetings through the final tie-in and clean-up, were
performed with the utmost professionalism and craftsmanship.
Working at BNL is challenging and we take safety very seriously.
All of the workers and supervisors were courteous and performed
their tasks safely, with precision and pride. We received feedback
from numerous BNL personnel, including building occupants,
safety representatives and even pedestrians and drivers. All of
the comments praised the workers professionalism, efficiency and
coordination of the activity.
Please extend our appreciation to the entire crew."
Gas Department Manager Jim McNulty, Supervisor Vince
Brandi, RSS Joe Blazejewski, General Forepersons Jeff Neder
and Ray Fitzgerald, Foreperson Eric Klein, Operating Engineer
Jerry Festa, Journeyman Arti Hartmann, Mechanic Tom Oswald,
Laborers Tom Gaynor, Tom Kuhlman, Tom Maurer and Tarell
Youngs, and Truck Driver Mike Capobianco.
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Always Be Aware of
Your Surroundings!

Y

ou know that your safety program is making an impact when
your employees take the safety knowledge they learn on
the job and use it after hours to keep themselves and their
families safe. Utility Lines Construction Services (ULCS) General
Foreperson Chris Garner of the Jim Marsh Region in Georgia
recently shared how one of our basic safety concepts — always
be aware of your surroundings — helped to keep him and his
nine-year-old son, Luke, out of harm's way this summer.
One night in July after Chris spent the day performing street
lighting maintenance and fault repairs for underground secondaries
on Georgia Power's system, he and Luke headed up to the family's
camp in Thomson to cut the grass in preparation for the weekend.
They finished their chores shortly before sundown, so Chris and
Luke decided to go check their trail camera to see if they had
captured any wildlife photos.
The camera was set with a perfect view of a corn feeder that
usually attracts the deer and wild turkeys that inhabit the area,
but the tall grass and rocky terrain also provide excellent habitat
for snakes. Knowing this, Chris found a safe spot for Luke to stand
and asked him not to move until he had finished cutting the grass
and checking for snakes in the area. Chris continued to keep his
eye on his son as he passed by on the mower, noticing that Luke
had left the safe spot and moved closer to the corn feeder to play.
During Chris' third pass on the mower, he saw a look of panic on
Luke's face as his son pointed and yelled, "Snake!" Not 10 feet
away from Luke and the corn feeder was a five-foot rattlesnake
curled up in the grass.
The many things that could have gone wrong in this situation ran
through Chris' mind as he rushed over to deal with the rattlesnake,
but he's grateful that both he and his son avoided a dangerous
situation by remembering the simple "always be aware of your
surroundings" safety lesson. We're glad, too!

 Luke Garner (R), 9,
innocently plays with a
corn feeder used to attract
wildlife in front of a
motion-activated trail
camera mounted at the
family's camp in Thomson,
Georgia. This shot was
captured by the trail camera
shortly before Luke became
aware that a five-foot
rattlesnake (circled in red)
was curled up about 10 feet
away from the corn feeder.

t Luke's father, Chris Garner, a
general foreperson in the Jim
Marsh Region of ULCS, displays the
remains of the rattlesnake that was
hiding in the grass at the family's
camp. By taking safety home and
putting the "always be aware of your
surroundings" lesson to use, Chris
and Luke spotted the rattler in time to
avoid a potentially deadly encounter
with the snake.

